
























































SPECIAL BONUS SECTION
Prometheus #6 wraps up the whole spiralling story I’d been telling since Prometheus #3 called 
“Only A Man,” which basically all acts as a kind of Amoeba Adventures #0. Prometheus #6 is my 
big Grant Morrison/Alan Moore cosplay episode with a generous helping of Jack Kirby. Like a lot 
of comics fans in the late ‘80s, I was being blown away by the quality of work coming from Alan 
Moore’s Swamp Thing and Watchmen, Neil Gaiman’s Sandman, and especially, Grant 
Morrison’s Animal Man and Doom Patrol. Morrison’s work in particular melted my synapses to 
the point where Prometheus #6 reads like a wholesale pastiche of some of his work. Consider it 
a loving tribute rather than the plagiarism it skirts painfully close to, and a setup for the further 
exploration of Prometheus’ tangled origins which would pop up nearly a decade later in 1996’s 
Amoeba Adventures #22. 

Still, I love this issue because it all got pretty darned ambitious for a 17yearold, and comparing 
the progress from 1986’s Prometheus #1’s scribbled notebook comics to 1989’s Prometheus #6 
is a lot of fun for me. Below: The original try at a cover for Prometheus #6. 



Prior to the Only A Man collection I idly thought about collecting my earliest comics work many 
times. In my obsessive way I came up with covers many times, from a “Prometheus The Protoplasm 
Book I” to “The Collected Prometheus” collecting Prometheus #14, which I only made a handful of 
copies of for friends and family and which also had new “chapter header” art by me. 





Back cover art for the “The Collected Prometheus” book. 



Front and back cover by 
me for yet another 
possible collection of the 
“Prometheus: Only A Man” 
storyline, never 
published. 



In 1995 at the “peak” of my small press activity, I finally did a proper smallpress reprinting of the “Only A Man” story, timed for the 
Promethean’s reappearance in Amoeba Adventures #19. The 80age giant collected Prometheus #36 to a wider audience for the first 
time, with an excellent new wraparound cover by Max Ink and a meandering introduction by me. We also had nifty “chapter header” 
pages featuring art by Max Ink, all featured on the following pages. 






